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Massive pleural effusion in systemic lupus erythematosus

Derrame pleural masivo en lupus eritematoso sistémico
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A 27-year-old woman, with a 2 month diagnosis of systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) characterized by hematologic abnormalities (lymphopenia and low platelets), as well as mucocutaneous lesions (hair loss and malar erythema), arthritis, and serositis (pleural and pericardial effusion), with positive antinuclear antibodies (ANA) 1:1,280 with a speckled pattern and positive native anti-DNA >250 U/mL, as well as positive anti-Ro and anti-Sm antibodies, had been receiving treatment with prednisone, 40 mg a day, and azathioprine, 100 mg a day since a month earlier. She came into the clinic due to facial and bilateral maleoli edema, without dyspnea.

A massive right pleural effusion was documented (Figures 1-3), and a diagnostic-therapeutic thoracocenthesis was performed.

Clinical case

A 27-year-old woman, with a 2 month diagnosis of systemic lupus erythematosus (SLE) characterized by hematologic abnormalities (lymphopenia and low platelets), as well as mucocutaneous lesions (hair loss and malar erythema), arthritis, and serositis (pleural and pericardial effusion), with positive antinuclear antibodies (ANA) 1:1,280 with a speckled pattern and positive native anti-DNA >250 U/mL, as well as positive anti-Ro and anti-Sm antibodies, had been receiving treatment with prednisone, 40 mg a day, and azathioprine, 100 mg a day since a month earlier. She came into the clinic due to facial and bilateral maleoli edema, without dyspnea.

A massive right pleural effusion was documented (Figures 1-3), and a diagnostic-therapeutic thoracocenthesis was performed. A fluid characterized as an exudate was obtained, with positive
native anti-DNA antibodies >250 U/mL, negative bacterial, fungi and mycobacterial cultures and negative cytology for malignant cells.

**Diagnosis and progression**

The concluding diagnosis was massive pleural effusion secondary to lupus activity and was treated with prednisone at a dose of 1 mg/kg and furosemide, with patient improvement.

The prevalence of serositis in SLE is of 12%.2 Pleural effusions in SLE tend to be small and bilateral and are rarely massive as in this case.2 They are exudates with normal glucose, polymorphonuclear cells when the onset is acute, and lymphocytes in chronic disease, proteins >3.5 g/dL and DHL levels lower than those found in rheumatoid arthritis, in which they can reach levels of 1000 U/L.6,7 The presence of AAN, anti-DNA antibodies, and LE cells in pleural fluid has been reported.1,3

There were high titer of ANA in the pleural effusion (>1:640), something rarely seen in diseases other than SLE.3,4,5 Negative or low titers of ANA and anti-DNA in the pleural effusion suggest other diagnoses.

Other causes of pleural effusion must be ruled out, for example infection, pulmonary embolism, heart failure, nephritic syndrome or neoplasia, before a final diagnosis is made.6 In this case, the pleural effusion was solved without the need for pleurodesis.10
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